User Information Sheet – ODFS® Pace (XL)
Software Update V1.3.04
Your ODFS® Pace (XL) Software has been given a software update. You may notice some
small changes in the way your device operates. This information sheet details the
differences that you may notice.
Increased Time that Pulse Width and Battery Levels are displayed on the screen
Some users found that the Pulse Width and Battery levels were not displayed on the screen
for long enough. These times have been increased.
User Access Menu - Control Lock
(Not applicable if Control Lock has been disabled by your Clinician)
When the controls are locked, Pace has to be unlocked (click of control knob) before being
able to enter the User Accessible Menu (press and hold of control knob). This should
reduce the number of inadvertent entries when the device is in use.
‘TURN OFF’ indicator beep in User Accessible Menu.
In older software, if using the User Accessible Menu to turn off the Pace, the audio
feedback beeps are only given on the first turn of the control knob, unlike when turning
down to 0% where the beeps repeat with additional turns. In this latest software the beeps
in the User Accessible Menu are now repeated.
EXIT option in User Accessible Menu
There is now an exit option at the end of the User Accessible Menu sub-menus (Sounds,
Wireless, etc). This allows a quicker exit back to the paused screen after adjusting options.
Cancellation Message for Wireless joining and Unpausing (ODFS® XL Pace Only)
If the Pause button is pressed again after trying to unpause the Pace XL (while the hour
glass symbol is displayed), the message “WALK ABORTED” will be displayed. If the Pause
button is pressed while waiting for a wireless footswitch to be joined (paired) with the Pace
XL, the message “JOIN ABORTED” will be displayed.
Sounder beeps stay on for Wireless Footswitch joining (ODFS® Pace XL Only)
In older software, when beeps were set to ‘off’, some people were struggling to know if
wireless footswitch joining had been successful. To improve this in the latest version, beeps
will always be audible in joining mode to indicate successful joining or failure.
Control Lock Disabled - TEST button improvement
(Only applicable if Control Lock has been disabled by your Clinician)
On older software some people found the TEST button did not always respond when
pressed. This update fixes this problem.
Control Lock Disabled - 4 Hour auto turn off
(Only applicable if Control Lock has been disabled by your Clinician)
On older software the 4hr auto turn off when the Pace was paused did not always function
correctly. This update fixes this problem, allowing battery saving.
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